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Evolution therefore takes place as a result of explicit morphogenetic field and higher body dynamics. Evolution, identity integration and the higher bodies represent the interwoven nature of consciousness, and bodies, through a progressive integration of each body in turn (or each dimensional aspect associated with each higher body).

**Merging these bodies represents the key to spiritual enlightenment, opening human incarnate perception to higher levels of consciousness. This means progressively transmuting physical existence into progressively less dense states of matter – finally integrating all its dimensionalised parts, ultimately returning to its original state of pure conscious identity.**

The progressive transmutation of physical form, and integration of higher states of consciousness, IS the ordered design behind and within human evolution. This can be thought of as ‘vertical evolution’ or otherwise dimensional ascension. Either way, this represents the individual incarnate’s connection to ‘All That Is’ or God.

**The Process**

The process of merging the physical and higher bodies is made manageable by working with energetic exercises designed to assist and expedite the integration of higher identity levels by setting the process in motion.

The dimensional bodies are referred to as ‘Hova’ bodies which can be thought of as a housing for specific aspects of identity. The consciousness which dominates one Hova body can be employed to facilitate the merger with another. The bodies can be described as follows:

No.1 – 1D – 3D Incarnate identity  
No.2 – 4D – 6D Soul identity  
No.3 – 7D – 9D Over soul identity  
No.4 – 10D – 12D Avatar / Christed identity  
No.5 – 13D – 15D Rishi, ‘I Am This’, Monadic identity

(the monadic identity is the first station to emerge beyond ‘time’. It is also the station through which connections are made to the 3 higher gestalts of consciousness which lie outside of all dimensionalised, experiential, reality. The realm of TRUE Ascended Masters!).

The process of integration is actually based on simple energetics - at least from the standpoint of setting the process in motion. Essentially, each body contains three levels of identity or three ‘Aspects of Mind’, from within which one level directs the function of the other two levels of Mind. This ‘controlling’ consciousness can be used to affect the merger of one body into the next.

These aspects of mind exist as dimensionalised frequencies of consciousness representing the merging of dimensionalised frequency bands. Therefore, from the incarnate standpoint the action of conscious mind calls into action the Soul Mind. In classical inner mystery school teachings this is referred to as ‘Soul Merge’.

The human incarnate at this point has successfully begun to integrate the frequencies which compose soul identity; the physical body having expanded to accommodate up to 4D awareness, perceptual range and memory.
Soul integration represents the first stage of spiritual enlightenment of the multidimensional personality.

Exercises work to bring forward the control aspect of the Soul Body archetype focused at the 5D, and it is this frequency which is integrated with the lower frequencies of the physically embodied incarnate. Persistent use of appropriate exercises/methods stimulate the opening of the chakras to receive infusions of 5D frequency light, which in turn affects dormant DNA codes. It is the stimulation of the DNA codes which produce the expansion of wisdom, memory and consciousness of the embodied soul. The incarnate personality is not negated during this, but instead expands to reclaim portions of its memory and awareness.

This process is quite literally, and energetically, a function of the higher consciousness calling itself home. Through the process of dimensionally descending (from 8D) human consciousness literally fragments into dimensionalisation and individualisation in order to experience the manifest illusions of time and matter.

In order to perpetually grow, expand, evolve and renew itself, human consciousness reassembles fragments of its identity and returns back to its source.....through which the process of dimensional ascension is created (revealing the intrinsic order and purpose of the universe and the integration of the multiple bodies identity's and levels of consciousness).

The key to the process, from a human perspective, concerns the utilisation of Symbols and Codes inherent to the Language of Light (Keylontic Science) ; it is this source which provides the very fuel which returns human bodies to harmonious order rendering them receptive to the frequencies of higher levels of consciousness.

Unique Cosmic Identities

Every person has a unique identity and individuation which lies outside of all time/space dimensions. This identity is called ‘the Seed of Consciousness’ – the original point of origin, the spark or ember of God, the Permanent Atom. This seed relates to the origin of all manifestations and incarnations. The seed retains its original integrity of design in all ways. Once it reaches individuation it enters the 'Time Matrix' upon an energetic projection which we would call 'a stream of consciousness’. This stream of consciousness represents a specific signature of energy (electrotonal units of consciousness) that retains the original identity set within the original seed of consciousness, or permanent atom.

The original individuated ("human") design exists as specific constructs of fixed points of frequency - sound vibrations that form units of light which amount to standing scalar wave patterns. The scalar wave forms composing the consciousness are referred to as geomancies and fire letters. These are patterns of specific standing scalar waves that give consciousness its individuated form, in time.

Geomancies and fire letters are the building blocks the God Mind uses as the processors of Creation. Geomancies are composite groupings of fire letters. Fire letters are composite groupings of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream of consciousness can thus be viewed as a constant stream of light and sound energy composed of geomancies, fire letters and standing
scalar waves through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals consciousness into individuation and manifest form.

When this consciousness enters the dimensionalised structures of the Time Matrix (which itself is a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibration) its original arrangement of fire letters begins to change. The original stream of consciousness and fire letter arrangements breaks down, fragmenting its consciousness through the dimensional scale producing new forms of individuation.

The new forms are imbued with the conscious creative thrust of the original stream of consciousness, which continues to create new specialisation's of consciousness, and new forms, through which consciousness manifests. This is called 'stair step creation'. The process of stair step creation can be viewed as a singular beam of 'light & sound' - stream of consciousness, holographically refracting within the scalar fields of the Time Matrix, spreading itself into multiple beams ('Sacred Rays'). Each is imbued with portions of these qualities, attributes, fire letters and consciousness that were contained within the original beam or stream of consciousness.

Each new beam of light & sound consciousness, that is formed through the splitting of the original consciousness, retains part of the original flame letter design of the original stream; it also creates new, smaller, streams that manifest as further differentiated identities and manifest forms. Through this process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blue prints or MF's for conscious life forms are created in time.

In relation to human form, which itself exists as a multi dimensional scalar wave construction - a living MF – the structure of dimensionalised consciousness takes the form of the 15 dimensional identities. These levels of individuation are formed as consciousness spirals its way outward through the stream of consciousness, from the seed of consciousness, into dimensionalisation. The various structures of multi-dimensional human consciousness exists as forms of sentient awareness, identities possessing attributes and form, characteristic of the dimensions on which they appear.

All, in truth, are mental constructs, thought forms, MF's, within the eternal God Mind. Each of these conscious identity levels are unique to themselves, yet simultaneously, are all connected to each other and the original stream of consciousness contained within the geomancies and fire letters within the design of the original stream and the original seed. All identities, including those physically incarnate, are ultimately connected to Source through the multi dimensional stream of consciousness from which they were collectively created.

The reality of evolution is then the process by which the smallest fragments of individuated identity that have spiralled into the Time Matrix, progressively re-emerging with their original parts. Through this re-integration of identity the individuated consciousness progressively expands back into its original wholeness, rebuilding the original stream upon which it entered dimensionalisation.

This is achieved by reassembling the fire letters and scalar wave patterns of the original seed of consciousness – thus - the manifest forms progressively change: from the dense matter form of the lower dimensional field, to the pure scalar wave-
radiation forms of the highest dimensions. When the original identity has been reassembled, the sentient consciousness then expands beyond the Time Matrix, returning to its original form as the sentient seed consciousness existing in co-creative At – One - Ment with God Source. This is the place of true Ascended Mastery.

The clear cut path of evolution is then a ‘simple’ case of rebuilding the original fire letter scalar wave design of the original seed and stream of consciousness. Through this process the consciousness traverses ‘backwards’ spiraling through the original beam of light & sound upon which it entered dimensionalisation and then re-expands back to its original form. (the nature of this process has been referred to by others as ‘the Science of the Antakharana’ which is a teaching inherently limited to 9-D where the Antakharana ends and the Maharata begins, leading to the Primal Light and Sound Fields of the Kee RA ShA and Khundaray)

Each time a conscious seed is sent forth into the Time Matrix, breaking itself down into dimensionalised individuated identities it then re-evolves through the re-assembly of its parts to attain freedom from the Time Matrix and the experiential realities it encountered through its journeys in time.

God Source

The experiences in time add to the content of the original seed of consciousness as a result the expanded seed of consciousness then sends forth a new stream of consciousness through which a new, expanded, design of identity is cast into the Time Matrix for evolution. The processes of creation and evolution are eternal. The experience of each individuated expression adds to the content of the whole, and the God Source, and yet the original pattern of the whole remains indelibly, eternally, intact.

The eternal force, Heart-Mind of God, is an unquantifiable construct of energy, consciousness, cognition and identity. Pure, sentient, creative force. This force perpetually expands through new manifestations of itself though it remains perpetually the same. This is so, since the perpetual expansion of creation is balanced eternally by a reciprocal contraction - eternal stillness, the Great Void.

The force contains within itself, as a natural attribute of its being, a balance between stillness and motion, expansion, contraction, order and chaos, darkness and light, creation and the void...within which creation takes place. Together, these attributes represent the eternal state of ‘Is-ness’; without beginning, without end, the very Beingness of God. Through this state the Cosmos is kept in perpetual balance, eternal stillness, eternal motion, and unending creation.

In the process of perpetual evolution, particularly in relation to human consciousness, the intended path held within the seed of consciousness, is the reintegration of identity for its eventual return to At – One - Ment and co-creatorship with God Source.

This process works well within the overall scheme of things but in terms of individual evolution the evolutionary experience/process can provide quite a challenge. Once the seed has cast its stream of consciousness into the Time Matrix the fire letters, scalar wave design, of the original consciousness,
frequently breaks down or becomes distorted through its inter-action with the dimensionalised fields of ‘reality’. In terms of the human experiment, this occurs because the seed of consciousness for the human form is imbued with free creative will.

Free Will = "Creative Choices"...?

Identities in time have the power of choice, and the power of creation, within the boundaries of the seed of consciousness. Individual identities in time have the ability to refuse or accept the impulse for evolution as set by the seed of consciousness. Through free will, new creations can be experienced by the individual which ultimately add to the experience of the whole, but free will can also create a dilemma for the identity in time.

Due to it's experience in dimensionalised consciousness, the individual frequently makes choices that results in a distortion of it's fire letters and scalar wave patterns through which it is connected to the original stream of consciousness. Distortion of an individual's fire letter design, (which manifests through the MF and also within the genetic code of the individuated physical body) disables the individual's natural ability to re-integrate with the fire letter patterns of the original stream of consciousness. When this occurs, literal energetic breaks appear within the multi-dimensional identity structure, corrupting (and eventually severing) the stream of consciousness which tethers the individual identity to its seed consciousness within the God Mind. (this is directly related to matters concerning the Soul Matrix and related concerns relating to soul fragmentation, possession and robbery).

If an identity is severed from its original stream of consciousness, that identity can no longer draw life force substance to itself directly from the God Source; this can only be done through the identity's connection to the seed of consciousness. The identity therefore becomes finite in nature, trapped in time, perpetuating its existence by drawing life force indirectly from other life forms that still possess a connection to their seed of consciousness. Eventually, such finite identities lose their ability to hold the original fire letter design of their own individuation, and fragment further in time, ultimately becoming undifferentiated units of consciousness within the energetic structures of the dimensional fields.

This is the process of de-evolution and though it is a natural part of the intrinsic dynamics of balance, it is the antithesis of the original intention set by the God Mind for the evolution of the human race.

No being is ever separated from the God Source simply because all energy is a manifestation of the consciousness of God and all manifestation takes place within the confines of the God Mind. The difference between evolution and de-evolution therefore becomes a matter of the difference between the ‘experience’ or the ‘non-experience’ of God, (or of the cognition of the awareness of God).

The pattern of de-evolution leads to fragmentation and non-differentiation of identity and loss of the cognition of the awareness of God - while still remaining as unknowing, unordered, consciousness within God. The path of evolution then, can be viewed as the progressive expansion into active awareness and participation with 'Godly Identity'.
For human incarnates, the process of evolution is the process of the progressive integration of the original stream of consciousness achieved by the progressive accretion, the drawing within oneself, of the MF, reassembling fire letters, scalar wave patterns and the seed of consciousness. If this stream of consciousness has been broken or distorted, on any level of fifteen dimensional human identity, the identity will be trapped in time, unable to re-integrate with the seed of consciousness, until the fire letters from the stream of consciousness are restored.

In simple terms, the way out of the Time Matrix is to follow and re-integrate the stream of consciousness upon which one entered the Time Matrix. This is the Path of Ascension. Dimensional ascension is the purpose for, and process of, evolution. The seed of consciousness eternally held within the God Source is the key to re-assembly of the seed of consciousness. It is this seed which holds the original pattern of identity and individuation, the original fire letter scalar wave design that birthed the stream of consciousness into manifestation.

Identities in the Time Matrix, regardless of the amount of distortion in their connection to the original stream of consciousness, (distortions in DNA structure and circuitry) possess at least a minute fragment of the original seed of consciousness. One fragment of the original fire letter scalar wave design that originally connected them to the God Source. This fragment is called; 'The Spark of the Living Flame' and it contains within itself the potential to regenerate the original fire letter design of the seed. Regeneration of the identity's connection to the stream and seed of consciousness is not a simple process that happens overnight; it can take many incarnations and cycles within the Time Matrix to complete.

But, reconstituting the incarnates connection to its original stream of consciousness through regeneration of the original fire letters, in the right patterns, is well worth the effort. This holds promise of fulfilment of individual evolutionary destiny – returning to the original splendour of a sentient co-creative force within the Heart of the God Mind.

The pinnacle of human evolution is to achieve the return of the individual identity to this point of original innocence.

The 8th Dimensional Spark of the Living Flame

The key to human evolution is the 'Spark of the Living Flame' which is the intrinsic, minute, fire letter scalar wave pattern that connects individuals to their original seed and stream of consciousness. This spark exists within the human bio-energetic structure as a dormant, fire letter, scalar wave pattern. When activated the spark opens new chakra centres in the body allowing new frequency patterns to enter the MF's and DNA. Through activation of the spark, the process of reconnecting the stream and integrating multi-dimensional identity is set in motion. The 'Spark of the Living Flame', which connects the human to the seed of consciousness, beyond time, is composed of the fire letters, scalar waves and tonal patterns of the 8th D.

In the human body, this spark exists as a minute crystallisation of radiation located between the 4th and 5th chakras, within the area of the thyroid gland. The spark can be brought back into activation through specific techniques (the Song of Orion or "Om A Da" being a major one). The Spark of the Living Flame is known as the Shield of Orion – the Gaian Shield. Activation of the Shield of Orion begins the
activation of the 6th Chakra within the body and imprints the MF with the fire letter
design of the 6th DNA strand within the silicate matrix gene code. This process
begins activation of other gene codes and bio-energetic structures within the human
body and consciousness.

Through activation of the Shield of Orion the individual’s connection to the original
stream of consciousness can begin to reassemble within the embodied human
consciousness and the Path of Ascension can be properly and correctly resumed.

Activation of the Shield of Orion sets in motion the reintegration of the 6th
dimensional aspect of identity, the Monad, the centre of the Oversoul identity; this is
called “anchoring the Monad”. The result is to imbed the MF with the correct fire
letters, scalar wave and tonal patterns, activating 6th dimensional frequencies within
the MF.

The 6th strand of DNA will not activate within the manifest human gene code
until DNA Strand 7 and below have fully activated. But the 6th dimensional
frequencies of the Shield of Orion will stimulate into activation, and
progressively reorder, the fire letter scalar wave patterns of the dimensional
identity levels and strands below.

The MerKaBa & “Light Body”

The MerKaBa (MKB) is represented by a system of spiralling electro magnetic
energy (EM) constructs within and surrounding the body that manifests in the form
of interwoven, counter rotating, star tetrahedrons – two pyramids together combining
to form a Star of David. The MKB forms as a natural product of merging the multi-
dimensional MKB spirals which arise as a result of the evolutionary process and
integration of the 15D levels of identity.

MKB spirals are sets of counter rotating EM fields that exist as part of the organic
form of construction within the dimensionalised universes of the Time Matrix. All
dimensionalised manifest forms, and forms of consciousness within time, are
created through sets of MKB spirals. MKB spirals draw energy and consciousness
from the dimensional unified fields to the MF, the form holding blueprint of a being,
feeding it a continuous supply of energetic substance through which particles build
up to create manifestation of the blueprint in matter.

MKB spirals are a natural part of the hidden dynamics of creation. Every
manifest form in time has sets of dimensional MKB spirals through which
physicality or external manifestation is brought into being. The human form has
15 MKB spiral sets one for each dimension of its morphogenetic structure.

MKB fields exist not only in individual structures of dimensions but also in the larger
fields of the Harmonic Universes. The 15D Matrix is structured in such a way that
HU 1 & 2, v 4 & 5, have one half of a harmonic MKB set and HU3 as the centre of
the 15D Matrix has one complete set of harmonic MKB spirals. The partial spirals of
HU1 & 2 and HU4 & 5 co-join at certain times, and under certain conditions, forming
complete harmonic MKB spirals which allow these Universes and their inhabitants to
energetically connect with HU3 (8th D).
HU3 connects to the central core of the Time Matrix, B&D, the original point of entry and point of exit for the Time Matrix, when a being has completed its evolution in time. The interlocking harmonic MKB spirals serve as an energetic conduit through which consciousness can enter and leave time. Harmonic MKB spirals represent pathways of spiralling energy, through which all things in dimensionality are connected, and through which dimensional forms of consciousness can return to their former, non-dimensional, states of being.

MKB fields play an important role in dimensional ascension. Each of the bodies of HU1-5 exist within, and through, discreet MKB spirals; and, the integration and transmutation of bodies take place through the dynamics inherent in the higher bodies. The dimensional MKB spirals are locked into each dimensional band through the morphogenetic blueprint of the higher bodies. This blueprint keeps the identity and its manifest body locked within a three dimensional HU system, and into the time cycles and space coordinates of that system. The harmonic MKB spirals are likewise locked into their harmonic universes keeping the five HU bodies and 15D identity levels separate in time and space.

In order for the HU bodies to merge through dimensional ascension, the harmonic MKB spirals must be released from their rotational speeds of their harmonic universes so that they may come together and merge. Release of the 5 harmonic MKB spirals releases the 15 dimensional MKB spirals contained within them and through this process the consciousness and bodily molecular structure of the five 3-dimensional identity levels is freed from its placement within space and time.

The dynamics by which the harmonic and dimensional MKB spirals are released, from their phase lock in space-time, is quite complex. The MKB spirals are locked in time through a series of morphogenetic structures called morphogenetic crystal seeds. Through opening the crystal seeds the MKB spirals release allowing the merger of the five HU bodies, expansion of identity and consciousness, as well as transmutation of cellular form.

Through the process of merging the HU bodies and MKB spirals a structure of light, sound and electro magnetic scalar standing waves, is progressively formed around the body - giving the body-form, and consciousness, progressively more freedom of movement throughout the dimensions and universes of space-time. This structure of wave patterns is what is called The MerKaBa vehicle (MV).

The MV forms in stages with the progressive integration of each HU body and group of 3 identity levels. The position of the harmonic MKB spirals, when they are locked into their respective HU's, is called The ‘Nethra Phase’ MKB. Nethra Phase represents a 3-dimensional MKB vehicle.

The first stage in assembling the MV occurs with the merging of the HU1 and HU2 body/identity systems, i.e. the earthly incarnate with the Soul Matrix identity, (referred to as ‘Halla Phase’). This process creates the common bi-pyramidal MKB vehicle otherwise referred to as the Star Tetrahedron which facilitates movement between HU1 and HU2. Through this wave pattern structure a state of physical bilocitation of the identity, within corresponding space, time co-ordinates in HU1 and HU2, takes place; the consciousness can simultaneously experience life in HU1 and HU2, and the identity becomes a fully embodied soul. In this phase, DNA strands 1-6
inclusive (of a twelve strand silicate matrix genetic code) come into action. Thus ‘Hallá phase’ represents a 6D MKB vehicle.

When the HU3 body merges with bodies from HU1 and HU2 the MKB vehicle changes form, entering Quattrá phase, as the Oversoul begins to merge with the Soul identity. The Quatra phase MKB is a tri-rectangular construct through which the identity in HU1 (bilocated during Halla phase) is turned into a Light-Wave pattern and remanifested fully within HU2 in a less dense version of its matter body. The Quatra phase MKB looks like the Star Tetrahedron with two extra legs i.e. an 8-pointed star. This MKB is capable of transporting its owner between HU1,2 and 3. The identity becomes a fully embodied Oversoul with DNA strands 1-9 activated within the genetic code and therefore the Quatra phase MKB represents a 9th dimensional MKB vehicle.

With integration of the HU4 body and Christ identity, the MKB again changes form as yet another MKB spiral is added to the MKB vehicle; this is the Mahuntha phase. This Phase creates a four-rectangular structure, identical to 2-interlocking Star Tetrahedrons at 90 degree angles to each other. The appearance of this MKB is as a 10-pointed star surrounded by a rotating ring of multi-spectral light. All 12 strands of DNA will be activated.

The integration of the HU5 body is referred to as the Rahuntha phase, and the MKB which manifests at this level has two additional "legs", one above and one below, creating a 12 pointed star surrounded by two multi-spectral rings. Such a MKB can only move between HU3 and HU5 because it would vaporise matter and life forms if it came into direct contact with the lower HU's.

HU5 consciousness is a pure radiating energy in the shape of the Rahuntha MKB vehicle and is totally capable of fragmenting itself into lower phase MKB vehicles as a means to interact with lower HU's.

When an identity evolves beyond HU5 it begins to incorporate non-dimensional reality fields of the Energy Matrix - the area within which the energy and consciousness of the Time Matrix resides.

The Universal Body of Light, or "Rishi" Body, first evolves to be a geomantic entity within the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix, just outside of Time, just beyond the meta-galactic core at the 8thD. The MKB form of the geomantic entity (Tinatra) appears as an elongated diamond form comprised by two elongated 3 sided pyramids surrounded by three rings of multi-spectral light.

The rapid counter-rotating spin of the elongated pyramids give this MKB vehicle the appearance of a Sphere of Fire, surrounded by rings of fire. Entities existing thus remain at the Metagalactic Core just beyond the 8thD and send forth to the Time Matrix fragments of themselves to evolve within the 15D system.

In terms of human earthly evolution, most of us have a long way to go to get to this! Most humans are yet working toward the first stages of their Halla-MKB vehicle, and 4thD consciousness. However, we can accelerate our spiritual evolution and expedite the merging of these bodies by using certain techniques to release the morphogenetic crystal seals which keep our MKB spiral's locked into our present space time locations. This is done by releasing specific geomantic control codes in
specific regions of the body, in order to affect the morphogenetic structure of the higher bodies, directly, beginning the process of releasing the crystal seals that keep us in the Nethra phase MKB vehicle. Thus, we can accelerate activation of DNA 4 - 9 and the integration of the HU1 – HU3 bodies.

Please Note

Whilst undertaking such development it is very important that we become more aware of thoughts and intentions we hold, at any given moment, on a conscious level. It is vitally important that humans recognise the nature and power of the contours of the mind.

Thoughts are things in literal energy terms. Thoughts create MF's which then take on a life of their own - creating energy which become manifestations in both matter and event. Our thoughts will take us backwards or forwards in our quest for evolution and thus we must establish our responsibility for re-programming thoughts which no longer serve our intentions for growth.

Manifestation & Anatomy

The physical human body emerges into manifestation as a result of intricate, multi-dimensional, dynamics of light and sound - the basis of the true secrets of physical manifestation. All manifest forms including biological systems, emerge into physical manifestation through a complex system of energetic structures that span the sets of 15 dimensional frequency bands upon which multi-dimensional reality fields are ordered. The physically manifest aspects of the human body represent only one small portion of true human anatomy.

Beneath and beyond the apparent manifest aspects of the physical structure lie the true energetic foundations upon which the human form is built. In human anatomy, subtle energy structures, such as the bio-energetic auric field and the chakra system, exist as greater parts of human construction. However, beyond these subtle components, the human form also possesses an ordered structure of tangible form that spans various matter-density ranges, within the 15 dimensional scale.

A little known portion of human body is that of the higher or Hova bodies - the multi-dimensional grids of light and sound upon which the physical particle base of the body is manifest. The Hova bodies are scalar grids, interwoven networks of standing scalar wave patterns that emanate from fixed points of electro-tonal frequency which serve as templates of consciousness for particle manifestation.

Morphogenetic Fields & the 8 Hova Bodies

There are 8 primary Hova bodies within the multi-dimensional structure of human anatomy and consciousness - and collectively, this energetic web-work of order is referred to as "the Morphogenetic Field".

All manifest forms, including thoughts themselves, possess MF's which exist within the greater MF's of Universal and cosmic structure. MF's are composed of literal energetic substance, crystalline, micro-particle units of electro-tonal consciousness. These are referred to as : Partiki, Partika and Particum). These crystalline micro
particles of conscious electrified vibrating energy, group together to form strands, then grids, of crystalline light and sound.

The crystalline light/sound partiki grids of MF construction form along specific geometrical designs with the dimensional scale creating the base templates along which consciousness will manifest itself into solidified forms. The MF's, or templates of conscious energy, upon which matter and sentient identity manifest, are composed of crystalline micro particle units and so these MF's are often referred to as 'Crystal Bodies'.

In terms of human anatomy, the multi dimensional MF contains the eight Hova bodies and the levels of conscious identity that correspond to them collectively, the eight bodies of the MF are called the Human Crystal Body. The HCB is the vehicle through which consciousness manifests itself into individual identities in time. The physical form manifestations created through the HCB and its inherent Hova bodies only appear physically solid when viewed from specific dimensional levels of perception.

As a general rule, energy patterns, or MF's, that are stationed in dimensional bands precisely one dimension below or one lower station of consciousness, will be perceived as physically solid manifest objects and events. In truth, nothing is really solid, and all things exist as conscious identity and energy.

The human physical form is no exception. The human body is a multi-dimensional thought form that exists as a portion of the personal consciousness – part of the identity of the morphogenetic HCB. There is little difference between the substance of a thought, and the matter substance of the physical body, other than the dimensional level of consciousness from which they are perceived.

The portion of the HCB that appears to you as the physically manifest body is a portion of your energy identity that exists one dimension below your present moment state of consciousness. The quality of perception that you perceive as thought is a portion of your energy identity that exists within the same dimensional bands as those in which your consciousness is presently stationed. You have not yet moved the station of consciousness one dimension above the thoughts, so the thought form portions of your energetic makeup do not appear yet as solid, or as external manifestations.

Once your attention has left the thought form and moved one dimension above its dimensional placement, that which you once knew as an inner thought form will become part of the physical body or externally perceived reality field.

As your consciousness evolves up through the 15 dimensional scale you will continue to perceive the portion of your multidimensional crystal body that is one dimension below your focus of consciousness, as if a physically manifest form. As your consciousness proceeds upward through the dimensional scale, and progressively perceives as solid the energy patterns in the higher dimensional fields, the characteristics of perceived matter density begin to change.

In faster vibrating dimensions matter solidity will appear less dense and more mutable than matter density levels in the slower vibrating lower dimensional fields.
Eventually, one evolves to states of consciousness in which no matter density, or externalised perception, occurs at all — and all things are known as a state of ‘At-One-Ment’ ... though direct cognition.

The multidimensional HCB holds the design and promise for evolution of consciousness into such exalted states of cognition and all human consciousness will eventually evolve beyond all identity with physical matter substance, through progressive integration and expansion of the eight Nova bodies. While consciousness is stationed in the MF of an earthly human body the illusions of solidity and externalisation will remain. It is helpful to realise the truth energetic nature of human anatomy and morphogenetic constitution when one resides in such a form — for the human MF crystal body is directly and continuously affected by the content of the consciousness that is stationed within that form.

The thoughts you think are composed of ultra micro particle units of consciousness. They represent mini MF’s that become part of the literal energetic substance of the crystal body upon which your physical body and manifest reality pictures form. Thoughts are things in energetic forms and quite powerful things as well, for they are the creative substances out of which morphogenetic templates for matter manifestation are created.

Thoughts form mini crystal bodies of their own, which become interwoven into, and affect the function of, your personal HCB. You will perceive your collective functional thought body as manifest substance, an event, when your consciousness has expanded to incorporate the frequency bands contained in the dimension one level above the dimension in which the thoughts were held. Every time you think a thought, you are leaving an MF, or crystal body imprint, behind within the dimensional frequency bands in which your consciousness was stationed.

You will run into that thought pattern, in combination with others, from the collective consciousness — as a manifestation in physical reality. Remember, MF’s are the form holding templates of consciousness through which matter forms and are manifest. When an MF is created it begins to draw frequency patterns into itself from the dimensional unified fields of energy, expanding, accreting, and flesching itself out into matter. Have you ever considered where thoughts go once your attention has left them?

Part of what appears to you as manifest reality now represents your thought forms, and those of the collective masses, that were left behind as MF’s when your conscious focus of attention was stationed in a dimension below your present focus. Part of what you see before your eyes represents the living thought forms of your past selves, from this incarnation and those previous — and — those of the masses.

Your thoughts become MF’s within your personal HCB and within the morphogenetic CB of the earth. Your thoughts are planted in the frequency band where your consciousness is presently stationed, left within your present time, to be discovered as manifest objects and events once your consciousness has moved ahead in time and evolved beyond them.

Thought forms from your past moments and incarnations which are composed of more dense, slower moving, particles of lower frequency bands manifest within your HCB and within the cellular structure of your physical body. Lower vibrating,
disharmonic past thought forms, that become trapped within the HCB, are called miasms. Miasms distort the natural flow of energy and identity through the HCB and physical form impeding the processes of evolution. Miasms are the morphogenetic imprints responsible for creating the manifestations of disease and disharmonic conditions within the body and the life drama.

The collective body of lower vibrating miasms buried within your HCB is frequently referred to as your ‘Karmic Imprint’ or ‘Karmic Debt’.

The KI is nothing more than a body of energy, though sometimes rather large, of crystallised miasmic thought forms that have built up within the HCB throughout various life experiences – and - which serves to inhibit the natural expansion and evolution of consciousness into higher states of being. Miasmic imprints affect the design and function of the DNA and the body form itself, and they operate as energetic blockages to the natural evolutionary processes of Hova body integration.

The miasmatic/KI leads through one lifetime to another through the Collective Crystal Body Morphogenetic Field – out of which separate incarnational identities emerge.

When the original human genetic code operated according to its original 12-strand DNA form, the HCB progressively transmuted the miasmic blueprints as the identity evolved. Through the process of embodying the higher identity levels, disharmonic, miasmatic, thought crystallisations were easily transmuted and realigned through the identities of the higher dimensional bodies. An excessive build-up of miasms in the HCB did not occur in this case, and thus the earthly identity was able to evolve in time with less matter density, free from the KI of ever increasing miasmic build-up within the HCB.

Within the operations of the human gene code, as it is now arranged, the natural immortality of the body has been reduced to cycles of birth and death; reincarnations, from which the miasmic imprint continues and is passed from one life to another. Due to distortions in the HCB, and DNA, the miasms from each lifetime are compounded. These patterns are replicated in each life experience, creating a burdensome collection of ever growing miasms of karmic debt within the HCB. The MF of the miasmatic KI further distorts the natural function of the HCB and inhibits the integration of the higher dimensional bodies through which the miasms could be transmuted and returned to harmonic order.

The miasmatic thought forms of past and present moments, and of other incarnational selves, will manifest themselves in the present human body and replicate themselves into future manifestations, until the slower vibrating miasmatic crystallisations – frozen thought forms – are raised to a vibrational speed sufficient enough to dissolve the miasmatic crystals. This process is slowly accomplished through the evolutionary process as each person 'walks though' their karmic dramas, processing karma in the traditional manner. This is the hard way of learning to clear the HCB, aligning the earthly identity with the higher identity levels.

If it can be understood that karma is nothing more than a build-up of slower vibrating, disharmonic miasmatic vibrations within the HCB, then this burden can be readily dealt with in its true form – as energy! Working directly with the frequencies of the higher identities the earthly identities can transmute, or burn off, much of its KI by directing specific frequency patterns directly into the miasmatic crystallisations.
The miasmic crystals of the HCB, which make up the KI, can be shattered and their energies realigned through direct application of higher frequency. Breaking up miasmic crystals and transmuting their trapped energies into higher order progressively clears the burden of KI within the personal HCB.

It is the miasms of the KI in the personal MF that cause disease and disharmonic manifestations to erupt into the life drama. By removing the miasmatic imprint directly one can begin to realign the life direction and physical health of the body within the harmonious path of evolution. The harmonious path of evolution — often called the ‘Heroic Probability’ — is the original morphogenetic body crystal design through which progressive and unimpeded integration of Hova body identity occurs. Evolution of consciousness in time, that is unimpeded by disease or pain, is the result of an undistorted energetic alignment between, and progressive integration of, the eight higher bodies which compose the human morphogenetic anatomy.

The KI and miasmatic build-up that presently plagues earthly human consciousness is not an organic part of the original human design but is rather the manifestation of Hova body and DNA distortions that were put in place within the HCB and genome, aeons ago.

By working consciously to dissolve miasmatic crystallisations within the HCB, its Hova body and DNA distortions can begin to be corrected and realigned within the natural structures of multi dimensional anatomy. Through this process of realignment, the KI and its undesirable manifestations can be progressively produced and transmuted, freeing the earthly consciousness to evolve along its natural and intended path of vertical evolution, or dimensional ascension.

Dimensional ascension of consciousness is the result of consciously expanding throughout the dimensional scale as a result of progressive integration of the morphogenetic Hova bodies. Clearing of the KI is the return of consciousness to the true innocence of the Divine Essence through which a clear path of vertical evolution, dimensional expansion, and identity integration is revealed.

By dealing with the Karmic Miasmic Imprint on its own terms, as energy — with energy — many unpleasant conditions and circumstances within the physical body and life drama can be avoided. Miasmatic imprints that are transmuted through direct energy work will not manifest into karmic patterns you must walk through in your physical life.

The Collective Conscious

Every individual being in the Universe exists as an intrinsic part of a greater collective consciousness from which it’s being originally emerged. This multidimensional collective consciousness is known as the ‘Family of Consciousness’ and every individual is connected to it through a Multidimensional Family Tree. Each earth humani has, by the nature of its existence, a family tree of consciousness through which its identity has emerged into individuation, and into its present moment of space: time orientation.

The Family Tree of Consciousness spans many space, time and dimensional fields following the intrinsic 15D structure of Universal Design. Within the sets of 15D
matrices and their inherent sets of 3-dimensional systems (HU's) the family tree of consciousness branches outwards into each HU creating a myriad of different individuated forms.

In every human family tree of consciousness smaller identity consciousness gestalts are formed in each of the five HU's. This reality produces a universal web of identity through which each individual member retains its connection to the source of its creation which lie beyond the dimensional structures of the 15D time matrices.

The smaller consciousness gestalts within the 15D matrices (that compose the time matrix) follow specific designs of energy that are intrinsic to the energetic composition of universal and cosmic structure. Cosmic structure is designed upon wave grids or complex patterns of energy weavings that form sets of interwoven, unified fields, of energy that co-exist within one gestalt, unified field, known as the Mind of God.

The unified fields of energy that make up the infinite contours of the God Mind gestalt are composed first, and primarily, of units of consciousness of the God Mind. These units of consciousness are known scientifically as: partiki, partikae and partikutum group into complex geometrical patterns ... forming first strings, and then groups, of consciousness.

These grids of consciousness constitute the underlying structures, or consciousness templates, upon which all manifestation is built. These consciousness templates are called morphogenetic fields (MF's), and they represent conscious, living, intelligent, individuated aspects of the God Mind. Morphogenetic fields are the creative thoughts of God, born into perpetual manifestation.

The entire structure of the non-dimensional Energy Matrix, and it's inherent, smaller, universal constructs of the Time Matrix are built upon the living conscious substance of MF's – and so – the entire cosmos is, alive and aware. All this exists within, and are perpetually manifesting as, expressions of the Eternal Mind of God. The units of consciousness of God, (partiki, etc), upon which MF's are built, form the first building blocks on which the sub-particles, particles and anti-particles of matter, pre-matter and anti-matter radiation manifest. And thus, all matter forms from the microcosm to the macrocosm are intrinsically composed of the substance of God.

Within the infinite contours of Cosmic structure, uncountable smaller structures of creation are formed. The multi-dimensional family tree of consciousness, through which human consciousness (and other forms of identity) receive individuation while retaining their God connection, exists as a structure of ordered consciousness within the greater structure of Creation.

The family tree of consciousness, like Cosmic structure, is built upon conscious MF's that span the micro and macro-cosmic contours of the Time and Energy matrices. The multi-dimensional MF of the family tree of consciousness can be understood as a template of identity through which the human body and consciousness are directly connected to their God Mind.

There can be no real separation between the individual and the God Mind. This is simply because the morphogenetic template of identity, upon which individual
consciousness manifests, exists as an intrinsic part of the cosmic identity structure; and, both the individual and the cosmos exists externally within the Mind of God.

So then, the process of spiritual advancement to attain At-One-Ment with God, is a process of expanding into the cognition of "I AM God" – knowing the self as an expression of this Infinite consciousness; knowing the self as an externalised collective consciousness, within which no real separation exists between God and it’s infinite manifestations.

When one expands to encompass the knowing “I AM God”, one simultaneously understands that ALL is God, and therefore does not place the personal, individuated identity as above, or superior to, any other manifestation of the God Mind. Humility, in reference to all life, and not the illusions of personal grandeur, are the result of knowing the self as the “I AM Presence” in complete At-One-Ment with God.

At-One-Ment and Absolute Love

Through the condition of At-One-Ment with God, through selflessness and humility, genuine love can be known. The feeling of love is the result of the condition of vibrational harmonisation, or the co-resonance of consciousness, between the lover and the Beloved.

Expansion into At-One-Ment with God creates the condition of absolute harmonisation between the individual consciousness and the God Mind, a co-resonance of consciousness between God and the individuated manifestations of itself.

In terms of “felt experience”, At-One-Ment creates the feeling of absolute love, Unconditional Love, the quality of love the God Mind experiences toward all it’s manifestations (with whom it eternally remains in a state of vibrational co-resonance of consciousness).

All things exist within the Mind of God and so the God Mind exists in a perpetual state of vibrational co-resonance or Absolute Love with all manifestations of itself. The experience of lack of love reflects the condition of non-resonance of consciousness between the individuated manifestation of God and the totality of the God Mind itself.

Non-resonance of consciousness or vibrational disharmony, between the individual mind and the God Mind, can only be experienced by the individual who has yet to achieve ‘At-One-Ment’ with the totality of itself as a manifestation of the God Mind.

Personal expansion to ‘At-One-Ment’ or harmonic resonance with the God Mind allows the individual to transcend all vibrational disharmonics of consciousness and to retain co-resonance with the Cosmos. At-One-Ment creates absolute love and absolute love IS the eternal vibrational resonance of consciousness that holds the structures of the Cosmos together.

Absolute love creates the experience of absolute joy and ecstatic fulfilment – and –
in human terms generates the attributes of all those feelings and sensations deemed as 'good'. All conditions of disease, conflict, pain, anguish, and suffering are the direct result and manifestation of vibrational dissonance of individual consciousness with the God Mind.

The only absolute cure for any malady is absolute love.

Suffering is intended to show one the areas in which disharmonics of consciousness reside and exists to stimulate the multidimensional identity to reorder its consciousness into harmonic co-resonance with the eternal God Mind. As At-One-Ment with God creates absolute love, and as absolute love creates the absolute cure for all suffering, the conditions for achieving At-One-Ment is most desirable if one seeks to end suffering and expand into the transcendent realities of ecstatic fulfillment.

Creating the experience of At-One-Ment is the process of progressive expansion beyond the boundaries of the personality and ego identity into the greater aspects of gestalt identity as contained within the family tree of consciousness — a progressive realisation of the Self as a plural rather than singular construct. The personal identity is not lost, overtaken or compromised within the expansion of self — it is instead it’s Self expanded to become the gestalt identity — just as the identity of the child expands to become the adult.

As the micro and macrocosm are structured on templates of consciousness (MF’s) it is most useful to understand these basic structures if one seeks to achieve At-One-Ment with God. Through understanding the structures of God consciousness upon which individual and Cosmic experience is built an individual can begin to grasp, and apply, the conscious mechanics of energy by which At-One-Ment is achieved. Comprehending the structure of multidimensional identity, and the family tree of consciousness out of which the individual emerges, provides a consensual road map to the destination of ultimate At-One-Ment with God.

For this reason, the God Mind makes available the knowledge of MF structure so the individual can consciously co-create its experience of evolution and expansion into At-One-Ment.

The MF, or template of consciousness of the family tree of consciousness, for each individual is a 15D structure of energetic substance composed of units of consciousness (pariki, etc.) There is a set pattern of organisation inherent to this structure which corresponds to the greater MF’s of which the Time Matrix is composed. Multidimensional human identity possesses five primary structures, in time and three outside of it.

The five correspond to each HU/Time Matrix expression. As each HU comprises three dimensional fields, each body is thus structured on the three templates of consciousness — or morphogenetic wave grids (within which that particular body is stationed and which each HU contains).

Each of the five bodies of human consciousness construction represent energy forms or templates of geometrically arranged energy which hold the instructional programme, or underlying intelligence, upon which the matter form and identity will manifest within its respective HU. The three dimensional bodies are MF’s that are
constructed on units of consciousness (partiki etc) which take the form of crystallised or frozen sound. Through the process of the consciousness moving through the unified energy fields of each HU, these particles of frozen sound are stimulated into vibrational movement.

This stimulation of crystallised sound patterns transforms the original crystallised sound into a living pattern of conscious awareness that takes the form of a fixed standing wave pattern known as a scalar wave (SW). Thus, each higher body is a SW field, i.e. a field of SW’s built upon a fixed morphogenetic template of sound. As this consciously moves itself, or evolves, through 15D’s it progressively stimulates into life the scalar grids of the higher bodies. This brings into activation, and manifest expression, progressively more portions of its family tree of consciousness. The process of expanding the personality to the At-One-Ment with God has its equivalent action in terms of electro-magnetic dynamics.

Therefore, At-One-Ment represents the progressive activation of the scalar grids of the higher bodies within which the consciousness of the family tree resides.

Understanding the simple structures of the higher bodies, and the greater morphogenetic construction within which they exist, makes the process of achieving At-One-Ment comprehensible. Though there are many complex multi-dimensional mechanics involved within the operations of consciousness, and the higher bodies, it is enough to understand the basic existence of the higher body structures – for with this knowledge one can take an active hand in the personal evolutionary process.

The process of higher body merger and identity integration is the intrinsic process of human evolution through time, if one can understand that the goal of At-One-Ment with God is achieved through merging the higher bodies and identity levels, the process of achieving At-One-Ment becomes clear and more easily achievable.

The higher bodies form a part of a larger morphogenetic template beyond the five higher bodies which involves three other, non dimensionalised, bodies. The five higher bodies are expressing within the Time Matrix. The extra three bodies correspond to the larger portions of the family tree that are stationed within the Energy Matrix, within which the Time Matrix exists.

The three highest bodies represent the three levels of personal gestalt identities that are referred to as ‘Ascended Mastery’. The levels of identity in these three bodies correspond to the three non-dimensionalised levels of the Cosmic Energy Matrix – the Triad Matrix, The Polaric Matrix and the Ekatic Matrix (closest to the God Mind). The identity levels corresponding to these three matrices of Cosmic consciousness are: the Geomantic, the Rishi and the Eckar.

As the identity progressively merges, with the five higher bodies, the identity creates a progressively expanding scalar grid as the levels of identity expand into integration. When viewed collectively the eight higher bodies of the human family tree represent one larger MF made of fixed points of sound and light which represents the Monad (or Monadic Identity Imprint).

The Monad is an energy form, a scalar grid, which holds the entire electro-tonal design of the Cosmic family tree of consciousness. It is composed of the eight
higher bodies and the stations of consciousness contained within them. The Monad exists as a gestalt identity MF eternally stationed within the God Seed within the God Mind. The Monad contains within its structure the smaller individuated MF’s for the Ecker identity, and the smaller identities of the eight higher bodies for the individual identity incarnated in time. The Monad is the key to achieving At-One-Ment and expansion into the God Mind – to attain freedom from the cycles of space, time, and matter manifestation within the Time Matrix.

The Monad represents the core programme of light and sound - energy, consciousness and identity, through which the original Seed of Consciousness (SC) and family tree of consciousness (FTC) were created; the original geometrical construction of consciousness that emanated forth from the God Seed to create the 8 higher body MF. The Monad is a singular point of unified energy identity within the gestalt of the Cosmic FTC and represents the individual’s direct connection to the God Seed and the final expansion into God.

The God Seed represents the core MF out of which multi monads or Cosmic family lines of consciousness emerge. There are 24 primary God Seed identities within the God Mind. These Sacred Identities possess perpetual cognisant At-One-Ment with the God Mind. Each of these 24 identities creates within itself sets of 12 Monads or Cosmic family lines of consciousness. Each monad creates within itself sets of 12 Ecker identities – or – original seeds of consciousness, which sponsor sets of 12 universal family lines of consciousness within the Energy and Time Matrices.

The God Seed, the Monad, and the original SC are interwoven but are not the same energy constructs. Each God Seed holds within its design the pattern for 12 Monads, or CFTs. Each Monad creates sets of 12 UFTs. Each seed of consciousness or universal family tree creates family trees of consciousness within the universal Energy and Time Matrices, (i.e. “soul” groups).

In relation to an earth individual achieving At-One-Ment with God, the dimensionalised FTC and nondimensionalised Universal Family (1), the Monad or Cosmic Family (2), and the God Seed or God Family (3), together represent a pillar of direct connection in consciousness between the God Mind and all its individuated parts. This Pillar of Consciousness (PC) exists as interconnected platforms of identity through which the individual progressively expands as it evolves to full At-One-Ment.

In understanding the basic structure of this Cosmic hierarchy of identity one can learn to use the individual consciousness in ways that expedite the process of evolution. And, one can more easily keep the progress of evolution on its intended course. One of the fastest ways to realign personal evolution toward One-ness, is to bring the dormant energetic component of the Monad and the God Seed morphogenetic scalar grids within the earthly body, into life consciousness – thus activating the God Seed and building the Pillar of Light (Maharata).

Such development of the Pillar stimulates all eight bodies into simultaneous activation. Building the Pillar of Light is achieved by activating the God Seed, the Pillar of Light is a morphogenetic construction of scalar grids that appears in the bienergetic field as a progressively expanding pillar of multi-coloured light (hence, the rainbow bridge’). The pillar which forms from the progressive activation alignment
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and merger of the five higher bodies is a conduit through which the consciousness of God flows into conscious human embodiment. The full Pillar of Light is constructed when all eight higher bodies have been aligned activated and opened into the consciousness of the God Seed. This is called God Realisation.

To understand this evolutionary process in simple terms, one can view evolution as the progressive building of the Pillar of Light that connects one, through the fields of time, and the hierarchy of identity, directly to the Heart and Mind of God.

Activating the God Seed begins to build the Pillar of Light, from the top down; the God Seed down to the incarnate, progressively aligning the geometrical constructs of the Monad’s magnetic field with it’s original design within the God Mind. As the 8 higher bodies in the Monad’s scalar grid progressively align and merge with each other, the Pillar of Light progressively descends toward the incarnate – eventually encompassing the incarnates body and consciousness within the hierarchy of identity.

The process of re-merging the personal identity within the Pillar of Light has been referred to as “entering the fold”; through which the incarnate awakens to it’s direct connection to the God Mind, ultimately expanding to know itself as a limitless expression of God.

The Melchizedek God Seed

Of the 24 God seeds, only one God Seed is responsible for the multi-galactic human lineage. The original human lineage was manifest upon 12 Monads, or cosmic families, and each of the 12 monads manifested 12 Seeds of Consciousness or Universal Families within the Energy and Time Matrices.

All the dimensional and cosmic families of human consciousness manifested through one common God Seed. This common God family consciousness gestalt goes by the name of Melchizedek. In the multi-dimensional scheme of galactic creation, the God Mind also manifests cosmic family lines through the 23 other God seeds. Many, other, ancient, inter-stellar races that entered the Time matrix, prior to the time of the human family consciousness, have as their God Seed a Monadic identity other than the Melchizedek Collective.

Through the course of interstellar history, numerous families of both the Melchizedek lineage, and other God Seed lines, encountered difficulties within their Monadic imprint and found themselves unable to retain their connection to the Pillar of Light. Distortions within the geometrical structures of their MF’s rendered their bodies unable to merge – a condition that keeps the consciousness trapped in time, unable to achieve full expansion to At-One-Ment with God.

Of the 24 God Seeds, the Melchizedek God seed is one of the few that has kept the Pillar of Light unbroken through a majority of their family lines. The Melchizedek (Cloister) Collective has thus become known as the Keeper of the Codes and Guardians of the Path of Ascension for all Races within the Time Matrix.

The human Turaneusian lineage is one of the manifestations of the Melchizedek God Seed, and it was created to function as a vessel through which the inter-stellar races, trapped in time, could re-evolve into At-One-Ment with the God Mind.
Most of the beings now incarnate in human form did not begin their journey into Time with the human imprint. Most present day humans were originally a consciousness that manifested in other than human form — emerging out of one of the other 23 God Seeds/ Families.

In the beginnings of human creation these other families of consciousness were spliced into the human, genetic, morphogenetic lines so that they could re-evolve through the Melchizedek God Seed. This process of splicing one family of consciousness into another MF is called a "Host Matrix Transplant" — and the Melchizedek God Seed has served as a Host Matrix for the ascension of many interstellar races.

Most humans possess other than human re-incarnational memories, but in their subconscious minds; and, many of these other than human races were not originally a part of the Melchizedek God Seed families. Within the Melchizedek Monads of Cosmic family lines there thus exist two primary branches: one, created by gene splicing by one racial origin with the Melchizedek; the other a gestalt of the original families that emerged directly from the Melchizedek God Seed. These original family lines of the Melchizedek God seed are referred to as the Melchizedek Cloister.

When an Earth incarnate begins activating the God seed, it calls in to manifestation (within it's genetic code in consciousness) the scalar grids of it's Monad, or Cosmic family, or God seed, upon which it's family originally manifested.

It begins to build the Pillar of Light to it's Self, from it's respective God Seed. If the consciousness of the incarnate happens to be of the Inter-stellar races that encountered distortions in their higher bodies (which manifests in the biological genetic code) these areas of morphogenetic distortion will create blockages, or blank spots in frequency, within the Pillar of Light descending from the God Seed. Such blockages can occupy many incarnational cycles to correct, and it is quite difficult to do so from the incarnates level of awareness.

Activating the God Seed in cases of Monad distortion is still desirable, but it is incomplete in terms of fulfilling ascension into At-One-Ment with the God Mind.

Because it is difficult from the earth human perspective to determine the level of higher body distortion (and to identify the original God seed Family Tree), the practice of Melchizedek Cloister Ordination is often used to assist the incarnate in building the Pillar of Light.

The Melchizedek Cloister Ordination (MCO) accomplishes activation of all the original God Seed, but also serves to splice the incarnates consciousness and 8 higher bodies into the Melchizedek Cloister God Seed. The God Seed Melchizedek then serves to re-align any blockages in the Pillar of Light; thus, holding the integrity of the higher bodies intact until all distortions can be re-aligned with the Monad of the original God Seed identity.

The practice of Melchizedek Ordination (MCO) can save the incarnate many millennia of earth incarnation cycles throughout the lower multi-dimensional
universes, thereby providing for the incarnate a rapid path of ascension and At-One-Ment with the God Mind.

The decision of the Earth incarnate to accept MCO helps the entire multidimensional gestalt to expedite it's own process of ascension. Thus the 24 God Seed identities encourage the process for earthly incarnates.

If the higher bodies of an individual's Family Tree are aligned (allowing the proper building of the Pillar of Light) the MCO serves simply to accelerate the natural process of ascension through the organic Monad and God Seed. But if the integrity of the Pillar of Light (between incarnate and God Seed) is compromised through Monad distortions, then the MCO serves as a lifeline for the incarnate and it's hierarchy of identities.

Special "Light Exercises" activate the God Seed and begin the process of building the Pillar of Light .. but these do not realign distortions within the higher bodies.